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Palomar R/C Flyers, Inc. 
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July 2015 

PRESIDENT’S  COLUMN 

  

 

 

First, I want to thank Frank & Ethel Burke for donating a new flag for our field. Secondly, thank 

you Frank Burke for helping me fix the flag pole so we can raise and lower said flag. 

 

Don’t forget our annual picnic on Fourth of July. Come out and meet some of the people in our 

club you may not always have a chance to visit with. 

 

We have a Multi-Rotor Challenge event tentatively scheduled for September 19th and a possibility 

of CAP squadron on the 12th of September. 

 

Our combat event scheduled for June 20th, unfortunately,  had to be cancelled due to lack of       

minimum number of pilots. 

 

At our June general meeting, we had a very nice presentation by Joe Villarreal on soldering      

technics. Great presentation, I know I learned some new things regarding soldering – thanks Joe. 

 

Thank you to Charles & Melody Micheli for doing snacks for our general meetings! And to all of 

our volunteers – THANK YOU. 

 

Fly safely and watch the noise limitations. 

  

Varley Longson 

President of the Palomar R/C Flyers, Inc. 
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    July 4th Annual Picnic 

 
   Happy 60th Birthday to our club! 

 

On July 4th, we celebrate being a club 

for 60 years! That is  an accomplish-

ment! We are one of the oldest clubs 

in California and one of the largest 

too.  

 

Come on out to the field– open flying, 

food is free. (We like free.)  Bring a  desert if 

you wish. (Thanks Mrs. Hartsell in advance for your killer brownies!) 

Lunch begins about 11:30 am. 
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Club	Meeting	Agenda	June	18th,	2015	
	

Call	to	Order:	7:14	p.m.	

Welcome	visitors	and	Guest	
N/A 

Motion	waived	of	the	reading	of	minutes	and	accept	minutes	as	published	and	

seconded.		

	

Financial	Report:	$	52,079.01	

	

Club	Business	

Don’t forget to buy a T-shirt!! 
Heli Fun Fly: Thank you again to Scott and all the volunteers! 

Great feedback on the forums about the event! 
Combat event is cancelled for this weekend and will be open flying on Saturday 6/20.  

Guest	Speakers	/	Presentations	

 

 Joe Villarreal did a demonstration on soldering; a brief report appears on the next 2 
pages. 

Model	of	the	Month	and	award:	 

Frank Burke – ACE Bingo Model now a Frank Bingo Model. Extended the fuselage by 
10” and offset the motor to balance the plane. Cowl is from a Hangar 9 P51 and re-
shaped the cowl. 60CC Twin Cylinder DLE. Made the ailerons longer and reshaped 
the tail feathers. Flies very well. 

Adjourn:	8:12	p.m.		

Chris	Avelino																																																																																																																																

Club	Secretary	
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Joe Villarreal 
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       June 18, 2015 Club Meeting 

Treasurer Sean O’Connor   President Varley Longson     Vice President Patrick Pranica      Secretary Chris Avellino 

Tim and Tita Waldon 

Don White        Don Cleary               David Drowns       Joe    Ernie Emery  Ethel            Alan W. and Tom J.m 
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The club has many T-shirts for sale. 

      Model-of-the-Month was won by Master Builder Frank Burke 
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   HELICOPTERS  AT OUR F ELD 
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  Gerald Shelden was flying his quadra-copter that appears on the previous page.  June 18, 2015 
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James Garabedian 

Brian Otto (below) and Mike Garabedian 
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Haig Garabedian flies his heli;  his photo is below to the right.  

Directly below is Loris Koder 
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Don Heli White 
Don Cleary 

Russell Parks  
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MODEL INSTRUMENT PANELS 

Ron Peterka 

After showing my scale models in fly-ins, contests, mall displays, and club meetings there is one feature that at-

tracts tremendous attention.  That feature is the simulated instrument panel in the cockpit(s).  Until you have built 

one or two they may seem daunting or complicated.  If you are starting out with a full cockpit in an F-16, then, it is 

way complicated.  So, start out with a simpler example. 

 

In most scale contests there is not much incentive to present a detailed cockpit because there are no points given 

especially for cockpit presentation.  The recognition is from the craftsmanship judge and casual viewers who can ap-

preciate the work involved.   All right, you want to go ahead anyway?  The good news is instrument panels rarely 

weigh enough to affect CG or wing loading.  I’ve seen nice panels in tiny rubber band models. 

 

To start your project you should obtain a photo or drawing of the full-scale panel(s) for your subject if one is 

available. Most of us would look at this photo and see instruments, levers and switches in a particular arrangement.  

Master modelers like Dave Platt look at every detail of the panel.  What color and finish is on the panel surface?  

Lettering?  What type of switches, lever or pushbutton?  Are mounting screws visible, and are they brass, steel, or 

painted?  How many, if any, are three  dimensional and stick out from the panel (gun-sight ? )?  Are there any ad-

justing knobs ( altimeter  Kolsman knob, clock setting)?  If radios are mounted on the panel, can you find a way to 

replicate them?  Well, you get the idea here. 
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Some instrument panels are actually multiple panels located around the pilot.  See a full scale WWII fighter for 

instance. Jets are even more complicated with large panels just for circuit breakers.  Let’s start simple with a panel 

for an aerobatic model.  There will be a few basic engine instruments and a few basic navigation instruments.  A 

throttle and prop pitch control may be mounted on the panel as well as a few electrical circuit breakers and switch-

es. The circuit breakers and fuse holders look very similar.  Oh, I almost forgot that the keyed magneto switch for a 

recip engine is usually on the panel.  The magneto switch will have “Left”,  “right”, “both” and “off” positions.   

 

       Some scale models may need a more complex panel like this one from a “Golden Age” Gee Bee racer.  You 

can see the drawing used to lay out the instrument locations.  The swirled panel was done to mask possible small 

dents and scratches just as was done on the Lindberg Ryan nose section sheet metal.  More modern cockpits have 

more elaborate instruments, switches, circuit breakers, and other levers.  Really modern jets may have less instru-

mentation, but rely on video panels to display information.  I know of one 

modeler who managed to install an LED display driven by a programmable 

chip and battery to display a scaled down digital map on the screen.   Here 

we have a cockpit photo from a Pilatus PC-9 turboprop trainer that is now 

being used  by our Air Force.                                           

                                                                                   Pilatus PC-9 cockpit. 
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Originally, I had planned to offer a step-by-step construction article, but the sheer variety of panels was stagger-

ing.  A simple panel consists of a ply, balsa, or metal panel usually painted flat black for glare resistance.  Printed in-

strument are laid out on a balsa or paper drawing of the panel and matching holes cut into the panel.  The sandwich 

is complete when a layer of clear plastic is placed between the instrument sheet and the panel.   Printed instruments 

are available from JTEC  (web site is JTEC.com) and they offer instrument panels kits in various scales.  You can 

look for instrument panel photos in full-scale aviation magazines and Xerox those instruments, which you can then 

enlarge, or shrink, to meet your scale. 

One favorite trick I us for simulating toggle switches is to squeeze a short (3/16”) length of solder in a pair of long 

nose pliers to widen one end and glue it into a 2-56 hex nut.  The assembly is then glued onto the face of the panel in 

the desired position.  You can make dozens of these at very little cost and they look real. 

From there you can go into casting instrument faces from patterns, and casting polyurethane instrument panel 

faces with convoluted shapes.  Have fun experimenting and share your good results with other modelers. 

Top Flite Stinson SR-9 panel  

Stearman PT-17 panel  Courtesy of Ron Peterka 

 

Here are a couple of photos of the War Birds West group.                                                                                                                                                  
The model flew first fight at the Castle AFB Fly-in near                                                                                                                                                    
Merced last Memorial Day weekend.  The Rt inbd engine                                                                                                                                                   
lost power soon after the takeoff, but made a perfect                                                                                                                                                         
landing after several laps.  Long time modelers,                                                                                                                                                                 
Don Rice and Frank Gagliardi did the "weathered"  finish.                                                                                                                                              
Brand new, it looks like a hard flown war dog.  The                                                                                                                                                         
markings are from a B-24 displayed at the                                                                                                                                                                          

Castle AFB Air Museum. 
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Airplane info....... This is a Carden kit, Extra 300 Pro designed by Kurt Koelling in collaboration with 

Dennis at the Carden factory.  It has 124" wing and weighs 41 pounds.  It is said by some this makes 

it a 40% scale Extra.  The engine is the Desert Aircraft DA-200 with lightened machined cylinders 

and a magnesium case which reduced the engine weight by about 1 1/2 pounds. This is a four cylin-

der, two stroke engine assembled in Tucson, AZ.  To get it real quiet for our field (93 DB's) the ex-

haust is K&S two into one headers connected to KS-95 canisters with rear exhaust, which are soft 

mounted.  The special Mejzlik three bladed prop is a significant factor in reducing the sound.  This 

was built by a professional builder, Brian Hueffemier.  I have 94 flights on it now.  It takes about 25 

flights to get everything dialed in and all servos mixed to make pure axial rolls and straight up and 

down lines.  The snap rolls and spin qualities are some of the best I have ever seen.  I was especially 

attracted to this new design because the rudder DOES NOT have a balanced tab.  This makes for an 

extremely stable model in the yaw axis and makes for some excellent pivots in the hammerhead turn. 

Steve Nelson        
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June 2, 2015  Steve Nelson and Sir Lewis Creedon chat on a sunny day @ our  field. The preceeding photo was taken 

to  make Steve’s plane look  large. It was the  perspective from which it was taken that created the huge illusion. 
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OH NO! I forgot to bring the wing!   

Sir Lewis Creedon 

                                          Hugh Greenwald’s foamy flies by. 
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Greg Wilson’s F-22  1/50 of a second after launch 

Bill Hill’s F-22   1/50 of a second after launch 
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Larry Drisner 

Did you know that on June 13, 2013 the Aero Atlas Human Powered helicopter captured the long 

standing Sikorsky prize of $250,000?  The heli ascended to 3.3 meters for 64.1 seconds! To win the 

prize, it had to stay aloft for one minute @ 3 meters.  

 

If you wish to watch the video of this incredible feat, go to the web and type in: 

 

www.aerovelo.com    

 

Then you’ll see the helicopter section. Click on that and the video comes up. This is amazing stuff! 
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Greg Wilson and his 

F-22. Below are 

Kathy and Scott Page 

and Greg 
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Scott and Kathy Page 

Hugh Greenwald’s 3-D plane on June 18, 2015 on a bright, sunny day. Temp about 82. 
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     Hugh            

Greenwald 
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Joe Nall Week @ Triple Tree Aerodrome in Woodruff, S.C. 

May 9-16, 2015   

 
It’s been called the Augusta National of Aviation. It began in 1990 and is the         
largest gathering of modelers and model aircraft in the USA.  
Starting in 2016, to be more neighbor friendly, canister mufflers, 3 bladed propel-
lers, soft-mounted engines, and less than full throttle passes over the field will be 
used. Noise is always an issue, even at Joe Nall Week. 
 
Club member Ernie Emery attended and took these 25 fine photos of this grand 
event. Ernie. You rock! Many thanks. He was there from Tues. thru Thursday. 

The wind was blowing   15-20 

mph; the models flew in it. Tom 

Johnston hates wind. Tom, wind 

is your friend! 
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Are you kidding?! This is the largest model of a Fokker DR-1 you have ever seen, but look at that  

small prop. The plane is 75% scale! What might it weigh?  90 –100 pounds?  Imagine  storing  and 

transporting it.  Imagine the g-forces on 90  pounds of plane. 

That’s one big FOKKER! 
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The 

Stuka’s 

engine. 
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   AS SEEN AT THE FIELD BY ETHEL BURKE 
                                                                               (Next 7 photos by Ethel.) 

Ron Madison is flying this MXS an ARF from Extreme Flight.  It is a 3-D plane, but 
does well for pattern flying also.  The wingspan is 83 in.  It has a Hacker 60 electric 
motor running a 22x10 graphite carbon prop.  It has a Castle 120 ESC 20 amp Vec 
Pro.  There are two 5S batteries. 
The servos are HiTec HS-5955-T6, and all the hardware and accessories are from 
Curtis Pineau-- Wild Thing Hobbies. 
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Richard Martin is flying this classic Waco YMF-5D biplane ARF from Great Planes. 
The wingspan is 72 in. with a wing area of 1384 sq. in.  It is powered by a DLE-30cc gas en-
gine running an 18 x 8 Xoar prop.  It has 2 Lipo batteries and weighs about 13 lbs.  (Note 
that this Waco has a double cockpit.) 

Chris Thompson has this Sukhoi SU-
29MM from Park Zone. 
It has a 3S battery 2200 mAh.  It also 
has an AS-3X gyro. 
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Here is Chris Thompson, a visitor from 
the San Diego Wingmasters.  Chris is 
flying this DHC-2 Beaver from Fly 
Zone.  This is an amphibian that he has 
added wheels for landing on runway, 
but he also flies it off water on  pon-
toons at Mission Bay.  It has a 900 kv 
electric motor running a 12 x prop.  The 
ESC is 40 amp and the 3S battery is 
2200 mAh 30c.  Chris also has this Su-
khoi SU-29MM from Park Zone. 
It has a 3S battery 2200 mAh.  It also 
has an AS-3X gyro. 
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Alan Wolstenholme had a suc-
cessful maiden flight with his 
new Spitfire.  He built this Top 
Flite kit and painted the camou-

flage design and clear coated it.  It 

has a 63 in. wingspan and it weighs 

10 ¼ lbs.  It is powered by an OS-

95 AX 2-stroke glow engine with a 

Bisson exhaust.  The prop is a 3-

blade Master Airscrew 14 x 7.  It 

has E-flite electric retracts. 
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Pancho Castillo is flying this new 

F4U Corsair ARF from Hangar 

9.  It has a wingspan of 65 in. and 

it weighs 12 lbs.  It has an E-flite 

90 Outrunner electric motor 45 

amps running a 16 x 10 

prop.  The ESC is 75 amps from 

Castle Creations.  It has 8S Lipo 

batteries (two 4S  5000 mAh in 

series). 
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Frank Burke has built this new Contender from a Top Flite kit (still available).  The wingspan is 61 ½ 

in. and it weighs 7 lbs. 10 oz.  It is powered by a 75 Super Tigre 2-stroke glow engine with a Bisson      

exhaust.  It has a 3-blade Master Airscrew prop 12 x 6.  It has electric retracts from Hobby King. 
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next  48 photos were taken 

at the San Diego Air Show. 
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The Air Show Begins. 
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Skydivers were released at 5,500’ from this C-47 or DC-3 painted with Normandy Invasion Stripes. 
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Pilot Jay Walker, seated, flew a B-17  with the Eighth Air Force from England over Germany. He flew 38 missions! 

On the left is Ernie Emery, a Palomar Club member, and Eduardo Serrano of the Old Bold Pilot’s association. 

 

To communicate with Jay,  I knelt down, took his hand and sincerely thanked him  for his great service.    Spontane-

ous tears came as I held this hero’s hand.  He proudly wears his Eighth Air Force Patch and Command Pilot wings.             

June 20, 2015 

(Editor) 
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Teen beauties were there to cele-

brate the day. The  B-29 is for 

sale. Frank Gagliardi manned 

the model booth and shared 

some of the model’s story 

This Antonov AN-2 is the world’s largest bi-plane, first manufactured in Russia where 5,000 were built. Poland deliv-

ered 11,950 of these since 1960. The proto-type first flew in 1947. It has a 1,000 hp engine, a 60’9” span and flies 8 to 

10 passengers. It is a reliable freight hauler, especially in the back country. The Commemorative Air Force owns this 

one. It’s ugly, but there was another plane even more ugly that appears on page 61 of this issue. 
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This huge B-24 weighs 53 pounds and is weathered to perfection. If it takes 5 g’s, that’s a force of 265 pounds trying 

to rip it apart! It has 3 oz. fiberglass cloth on the top of the wings inboard of the outer engines. Spruce spars hold it 

together. It’s a work of art and Frank Gagliardi showed the model.  More about this plane on page 15 of this issue. 

See Ron Peterka’s comments about it. 

The North American advanced trainer, the AT-6 ‘Texan’. Lots of these planes still live. It spans 42’ and has a 

Pratt and Whitney R-1340 engine developing 550 to 600 hp. 
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The Commemorative Air Force sold rides in their SNJ Harvard. Pictured above is a woman about to take off and the 

bottom photo shows her  landing after she was relieved of all her sweet cash. 
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Steve Pachura flew his club’s  Polish built SZD50-3 Puchacz. It’s a two place training and aerobatics sailplane  

designed primarily for clubs and soaring schools. Span is 54.75 feet. Empty weight is 816 pounds. 133 mph is max 

speed and the glide ratio is 30:1 @ 53 mph. What a beauty!   

This glider winch is manufactured in Ramona, CA and costs $100,000! 1,000 feet of towline weighs only 5 pounds and 

has a tensile strength of about 4,500 lbs. The company cannot make them fast enough because they sell so well. With 

a 10,000 foot line, theoretically, a sailplane could reach a mile high before it releases! However, most releases are be-

tween 1,500 and 2,000 feet. It’s easier to launch with this winch than it is with a tow plane. Pictured are Steve         

Pachura of the Jacumba Soaring Club and Ernie Emery. 
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Steve said that their Jacumba 

Soaring Club is the oldest soaring 

club in the USA! 

Mike Lonnecker drove Jim Gallacher, Ernie Emery, and your editor to the Air Show. 

 Yak-52 

Five of 

these       

advanced 

trainers put 

on a show 

with smoke 
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The lost-man formation 
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Avgas is not 

cheap! 
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                                          Nose art on the Tuskegee Airmen’ s P-51 

P-38 Lightning 
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                      Steve McQueen once owned and flew this Stearman. 
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Stearman Aircraft/Boeing made PT-17’s with  a 225 hp engine. Made in 1934 during the Golden Age of Flight. 

Originally manufactured in Stratford, Connecticut, home of Chance-Vaught and your editor too.   F4U Corsair 
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Grumman F4F Wildcat from 1937 

Beechcraft T-34 Mentor 
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T-34 Mentor flown by Julie Clark of the 99’s Female Pilot Parade 
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Pilot with the 99’s in a Citabria.  Spelled backwards, 

Citabria spells ‘airbatic.’ 
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                Three of the five Russian Yak 52’s taking off. It was a fine air show and worth attending.  

What could this possibly be? It was flown by a pilot 

from the 99’s as was the PT-19 below. 
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Hopefully, this plane flies better than it looks. It wins the ugliest airplane award, and  looks like  Hollywood’s failed   

attempt at mimicking  a Japanese dive bomber. For shame! The Japanese never built a monstrosity like this! 

    THE END! HAPPY 239TH BIRTHDAY TO THE USA! 
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Board	Meeting	Agenda:	June	24th	2015	
 

Participants: Roger Cosio, Chris Avellino, Varley Longson, Joe Villareal, 

Chuck Riley, David Drowns, Denver Bates, Sean O’Connor, Patrick   Pranica, 

Jim Jenkins, Scott Dedic 

 

Start time: 7:00 p.m.   

End Time: 7:53 p.m.  

 

Treasurer Report: $52,430 

 

Other than on Monday night, guests need to be signed up with the AMA.  

 

West container was broken into again. Looking to get a quote on fixing it.  

 

Charging station continuing to make good progress and should have an up-

date shortly.  

 

4th of July picnic 

 

Looking to see if we can do a demonstration on radio setup for next club 

meeting.  
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A book review of    “Target Tokyo”  by Jams M. Scott               2015       648 pages 

 
This is the definitive account of Jimmy Doolittle’s raid on Tokyo on April 18, 1942. It can be  bought   
from  Amazon.com for $20. although list is $35. There are over 100 pages of foot-notes; the text is   
garnered from original sources.  
 
It is a page-burner and I whipped through it in a matter of days. After the raid when the B-25’s landed 
in China, the Japanese killed  250,000 Chinese for aiding the raiders! It was reminiscent of the rape of 
Nanking in 1937. They reduced the town of Ying-tan  and other towns to little more than rubble in the 
wake of the Doolittle raid. The Japanese occupied parts of China at that time. 
 
On May 19, 1942, President Roosevelt presented Jimmy D. with the Medal of Honor at the White 
House. 
 
The raid took place only four and a half months after Pearl Harbor. What a historic feat. If any club 
member is interested, I’ll lend you this superb  book. 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

A book review of  “Intrepid Aviators” by Gregory G. Fletcher   2012   420 pages 
 
This is the story of the sinking of the Japanese super battleship, Musashi, the pride of the          

Imperial Navy. In 1944, the Musashi and Yamato,  super battleships, were the largest ships of 

their kind in the world. They were larger than any battleships built in the USA or Britain @ 

about 870 feet long. Its 18 inch guns  could lob a 3, 250 pound shell 26 miles! The shells could 

reach a height of 35,000 feet. Its 16”  steel armor at the waterline was mighty tough, yet after be-

ing attacked by Hellcats, Avengers, and dive bombers on six raids, the Musashi slipped under the 

waves with its admiral who chose to go down with his ship. 

 

The book starts out slowly, but picks up speed once the military action in the South Pacific takes 

place. Most  action occurs in the Sibuyan Sea, off the Philippine coast. It recounts an epic tale  of 

a pilot who was shot down in the great battle and nearly run over by a Japanese ship.   He clung 

to a dark blue piece of canvas from his destroyed plane and held it over his head so that his yellow 

Mae-West and he would not be seen as the ship passed 30 to 40 yards away! It relates him swim-

ming to a deserted island, making a raft and sailing to yet another island, being picked up by 

Philippine guerrillas, and eventually making his way to Australia via a US submarine along with 

28 other pilots who were saved by the guerrillas!  This is just an ancillary tale in the book. 

 

It is a powerful read. No wonder  the men of WWII were called the greatest generation!  

  

If any club member wants to read the book, I’ll lend it. 

Joe Buko 

editor 
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                                                                            Club Directory 
  
  

 
  

CLUB OFFICERS  

 

PRESIDENT   Varley Longson                                      760-723-1335  
VICE PRESIDENT  Patrick Pranica                                  442-333-9024  
SECRETARY  Chris Avellino                                              858-245-3342 
TREASURER Sean O’Connor                                             858-485-0750  
SAFETY OFFICER Jim Jenkins                                      760-910-4141 
BD MEMBER Denver Bates                                                760-728-2880  
BD MEMBER Scott Dedic                                                    858-674-4624  
BD MEMBER  Chuck Riley                                              951-693-5679 
BD MEMBER Roger D. Cosio                                             760-724-4926  
BD MEMBER Joseph Villarreal                                           760-390-1470  
BD MEMBER  David Drowns                                               760-740-1715 

 

 

 

CLUB OPERATIONS  
Advertising Bill Hill                                                              760-738-0644  
Newsletter Editor  Joe Buko                                                 760-726-8831  
WebMaster   Martynas Kausas 

 

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS  
RC Combat Chairman Fred Eivaz                                      817-714-2379  
Helicopter Chairman  Philip Degarmo                                979-204-7767 

 

HEAD INSTRUCTOR  
Dennis Newbeck                                                                     760-297-1134  

 

  

 

INSTRUCTOR LIST  
  

Butch Abongan Basic Flight                                                   760-855-2162  
David Drowns Basic Flight                                                     760-740-1715  
Todd Melton Basic Flight                                                       760-305-8983  
Glenn Pohly Basic Flight                                                        858-414-9749  
Tim Hitchcock Basic Flight                                                      760-458-8961  
 
Please direct correspondence to:  

 

PALOMAR RC FLYERS, Inc.  
P.O. BOX 141  
SAN MARCOS, CA 92079  

 

Fax : 909-679-7465  
E-MAIL: info@palomarrcflyers.org  
Catch us on the web at: www.palomarrcflyers.com 
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President Varley Longson 

Vice President Patrick Pranica 

2015 Club Officers 

Treasurer Sean O’Connor 

Secretary Chris Avellino 

Sott Dedic 

Board Members 

Joseph Villarreal David Drowns 

Chuck Riley Roger Cosio Denver Bates 

 Safety Officer Jim Jenkins 
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